Aerospace panels are commonly restrained on complex inspection fixture jigs during the measurement process. Forces used to restrain the parts are also monitored as mandated by thier functional requirements. Given the difficulties in measuring these types of parts, this paper reviews the available fixtureless inspection methods with a focus on the challenges of their implementation, and their aptitude to be used to estimate the profile and the necessary restraining forces of an aerospace panel. To perform this investigation, finite element analysis is used to predict the constrained shape of four (4) simulated free-state aerospace panels, with two different type of boundary conditions, in five scenarios. From those analyses, the importance and limits of current finite element boundary setting methods embedded in fixtureless inspection methods for nonrigid parts are highlighted.
Introduction
Aerospace panels present particular challenges during their geometrical and dimensioning inspection due to their complex shape, nonrigid (or compliant) behavior, and specific technical requirements (e.g., profile and waviness). For example, a typical skin panel of an aircraft as shown in Fig. 1 can be lightly warped at free-state condition, making the value of its profile measurement exceed its requirements, thus making the quality of the part unacceptable. This same panel may nevertheless be assembled and conformed to the airframe therefore making its profile measurement fall within the specified requirement. This example highlights the delicacy of inspection, if insufficient fixing constraints are applied, to ensure, first, the measurement setup properly represents the assembly functionality of the part and, second, the measurement's repeatability and reproducibility.
For such nonrigid parts, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME Y14.5 [1] ) and International Organization for Standardization (ISO 10579 [2] ) standards' principle is that the restrained conditions must be specifically stated on the drawing, on an associated document or in a CAD product definition data set. This principle can give way to a vast amount of restraining condition specification methods. Nevertheless, as proposed by Abenhaim et al. [3] , restrained condition specification methods can be classified into five methods contingent if the part is to be restrained:
1. On a shaped fixture 2. On a hyperstatic datum reference frame 3. By movable datum targets 4. On a basic dimension
By a force
For large nonrigid parts, such as aerospace panels, their functional requirements also mandate a limit to the constraints imposed during the assembly. Given these challenges, aerospace panels are commonly restrained on complex inspection fixture jigs during the measurement process as shown in Fig. 1 . The restraining method for these types of parts limits to some given values the forces which may restrain the part during inspection. Typically, a note such as "A load of X N/m can be used to achieve tolerance." is indicated next to the associated requirement. Commonly, there is no requirement on the spatial location of the applied loads for an aerospace panel application.
The complexity of the inspection fixtures as well as the difficulties and time consuming process of evaluating the restraining forces are draining much-needed resources from the metrology departments. Therefore, recent trends in inspection methods for such non-rigid parts are focused on decreasing the inspection cost by removing the need for the use of dedicated inspection fixtures. An actively investigated approach by researchers in the field is referred to as the simulated displacements method [3] . This approach to the fixtureless inspection of nonrigid parts relies on a numerical approach to virtually compare the shape of the measured part in free-state condition with its nominal CAD model. Accordingly, this paper reviews these methods with a focus on the challenges of their implementation, and their aptitude to be used to estimate the profile and the restraining forces that are commonly monitored during the assembly of aerospace parts. To this end, the aerospace panel shown in Fig. 1 is used to highlight the limits of the underlying principal of those methods to estimate partsâȂŹ profile deviation and the aforementioned restraining forces.
Before any substantive discussion can transpire from this paper, it is necessary to take a moment to explain the way in which it will unfold. Section 1 has introduced the challenges involved in specifying and inspecting the geometric and dimensional requirements of nonrigid parts. Having established these challenges, Sec. 2 provides an overview of existing research into the fixtureless inspection methods for nonrigid parts to emphasize their underlying principal. Section 3 studies the aerospace panel shown in Fig. 2 in different scenarios to highlight the state of art of fixtureless method for their use in the aerospace industry. Finally, Sec. 5 describes the directions of future research.
Fixtureless inspection
To allow the evaluation of the surface profile of a part, the measured surface points must be compared to their nominal positions defined by their design model. Two types of measurement methods are used for free-form surface inspection: contact measurementstraditionally using a touch probe mounted on a coordinate measuring machine (CMM), and noncontact measurements -such as laser and optical scanning or photogrammetry. The point cloud generated from either method must be compared to the CAD model in order to evaluate the deviation of the part with respect to its tolerances. When designed, the CAD model exists in the design coordinate system (DCS), while the measurement method generates a point cloud in the measurement coordinate system (MCS). When using an inspection fixture, unifying these two coordinate systems is straightforward. Alternatively, the process of merging these two coordinate systems is referred to as registration, localization, or alignment. Mathematically, registration refers to finding an optimal transformation matrix between the DCS and the MCS. This registration process removes the need for expensive fixtures and reduces the inspection setup time. This is true only when dealing with rigid parts, since the purpose of inspection fixtures when dealing with nonrigid parts is twofold -aligning the part in a reference frame and maintaining the part in a desired shape during inspection. Thus far, registration methods have been widely developed for non-contact inspection approaches for rigid parts [4, 5] .
Registration methods for nonrigid parts need to fulfill the two aforementioned purposes of the inspection fixture. The challenge to overcome by these methods is to compensate for the shape changes of the nonrigid part when it is not fixed to its design shape. The aforementioned simulated displacements methods [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] rely on a numerical approach to virtually compare the shape of the measured part in free-state and its nominal CAD model. The comparison is done by imposing displacements on either the part's free-state or its nominal CAD to force it into taking the shape of the other.
Preserving the industry practice of comparing the restrained manufactured part with its nominal CAD model, methods such as [8-12, 15, 16] propose the use of a numerical fixture instead of a hard fixture to constrain the part to its functional shape. These methods essentially consist in building a finite element (FE) model of the scanned manufactured part in a free-state and imposing the boundary conditions on the FE model using the known position of the nominal fixating points on the CAD model. The resulting FE model simulates the scanned part fixed onto its inspection fixture. The following step consists in comparing this virtual fixed part with the nominal CAD model, which allows for the evaluation of the profile deviations. By doing so, those methods require the pre-processing of the point cloud of the part so as to convert it into a tessellated surface and then into a suitable mesh for a FE analysis. A material calibration procedure may also be necessary to refine the FE model [9] . Notwithstanding the endeavor of building an appropriate FE model from a points cloud, imposing the relevant boundary conditions on the FE model is a major factor contributing to the reliability of the FE analysis results [17] .
Given the large size and nonrigid behavior of common aerospace panels, a high amount of restraining points, used to constrain the part to its nominal position, must be represented by boundary conditions in a FE model. This particular requirement augments the importance of the boundary conditions compared to simple nonrigid shapes necessitating 3-4 restraining points. Therefore, the next section studies the limits of the classic use of finite element model into fixtureless inspection method for nonrigid parts. Specifically, the study investigates the limits of the boundary conditions setting method in finite element software for use in fixtureless inspection methods, in the hypothetical situation where: (i) the scanned part is pre-processed to a highly accurate finite element mesh, (ii) the properties of material are known, (iii) thickness of part is uniform and known, and (iv) the position of the fixing point on scanned part are known. It should be noted that finding the restraining points positions on the part at free-state is a challenging task since nonrigid part do not take their nominal shape at free-state. Additionally, finding the restraining points' positions of an aerospace panel is difficult as they do not have easily identified positions such as would be for a fixation hole. Fig. 2 , is constituted by the thirty eight (38) datum targets depicting primary datum A, two datum targets representing the secondary datum B and the one tertiary datum target C. In a free-state, the part's shape varies significantly from its nominal shape as shown in Fig. 1 and 5 . An over-constrained fixture such as shown in Fig. 3 is therefore necessary to adequately evaluate the part's profile.
Case study
To perform this investigation, finite element analysis is used to predict the constrained shape of four (4) simulated free-state aerospace panels, with two different type of boundary conditions, in five scenarios, as detailed in the next subsections. 
Freestate shape simulation
To produce the aforementioned hypothetical situation where: (i) the scanned part is preprocessed to a highly accurate finite element mesh, (ii) the properties of material are known, (iii) thickness of part is uniform and known, and (iv) the position of the fixing point on scanned part are known, four (4) scanned manufactured parts at free-state are simulated. Starting with the CAD model of the part, the four parts are simulated using the following steps schematized in Fig.4: 1. A FE mesh with 4 mm spacing (37 752 nodes) of the nominal model is generated using the software ANSYS R and is referred herein as FreeState#0. 4. An additional outliers measurement noise which follows a normal distribution centered at 0 with a standard deviation of 0.30 mm is introduced on 2.5% of the nodes of FreeState#2, resulting in FreeState#3.
A FE analysis using the mesh

Boundary conditions
Having established the simulated free-state parts, the next step consists in setting the boundary conditions of the finite element model. Boundary conditions must represent the most accurately possible the effect of the surrounding environment on the model for the situation being simulated. In practical term, boundary conditions must be representative of how the part is restrained on its physical fixture. Commonly during the inspection process, aerospace panel are first positioned on their reference frame at free-state. Then, the part is forced on each datum targets A on the physical fixture (one by one), and maintained during the rest on the process. Therefore two boundary configurations are studied. The first configuration, Config I, consists in imposing: (i) a displacement in the Z direction to all the nodes corresponding to datum targets A, (ii) a displacement in the Y direction to all the nodes corresponding to the datum targets B, (iii) a displacement in the X direction to the nodes corresponding to the datum target C, and (iv) the gravity load.
The second configuration, Config. II, consists in imposing: (i) a displacement in the X&Y&Z directions to all the nodes corresponding to the datum targets A, (ii) a displacement in the Y direction to all the nodes corresponding to the datum targets B, (iii) a displacement in the X direction to the nodes corresponding to the datum target C, and (iv) the gravity load.
Scenarios
Taken into account the precedent simulated free-state parts and the boundary conditions configurations, this section details five (5) scenarios in which FE analysis is used to predict the constrained shape of a free-state part. Specifically, each scenario describes the input, boundary conditions and output of the FE analysis is used to predict the constrained shape of the part as detailed in Table 1 . For each scenario, the constrained degrees of freedom of the boundaries are as per each boundary configuration presented in the previous subsection.
Let B be a set of the nominal position of the forty one (41) datum targets and B 0 be the set of nodes of the mesh Freeestate#0 closest to B. Figure 6 illustrates the distances between B 0 and B. Additionally, let B 1 be the position of the set of nodes B 0 of the mesh Freeestate#1; B 2 be the position of the set of nodes B 0 of the mesh Freeestate#2; B 3 be the position of the set of nodes B 0 of the mesh Freeestate#3.
The first scenario consists in maintaining the Freestate#0 FE mesh by imposing null displacements as boundary conditions on nodes B 0 while applying the gravity load. This allows the evaluation of the initial errors of the model and to verify that sufficient restraining datum targets have been imposed. The resulting deformed mesh is referred as Pridected#1.
Scenario II constrains the Freestate#1 FE mesh by imposing that nodes B 1 be at the position of the nodes B 0 , as well as the gravity load. This simulates the situation where the hypothetical highly accurate FE mesh of the scanned part at free-state is deformed to match its nominal model. The resulting deformed mesh is referred as Pridected#2.
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Scenario III constrains the Freestate#2 FE mesh by imposing that nodes B 2 be at the position of the nodes B 0 , as well as the gravity load. This simulates the situation where the hypothetical highly accurate FE mesh of the scanned part at free-state includes a Gaussian noise of N(0, 0.05)mm due to the measurement process. The resulting deformed mesh is referred as Pridected#3.
Scenario IV constrains the Freestate#3 FE model by imposing that nodes B 3 be at the position of the nodes B 0 , as well as the gravity load. This simulates the situation where the hypothetical highly accurate FE mesh of the scanned part at free-state includes a noise of N(0, 0.05)mm and some outliers Gaussian noise of N(0, 0.30)mm due to the measurement processing. The resulting deformed mesh is referred as Pridected#4.
Finally, scenario V constrains the Freestate#3 FE mesh by imposing that nodes B 3 be at the position of the nominal datum targets positions B, as well as the gravity load. This simulates the situation where there is not necessarily a node on the hypothetical highly accurate FE mesh at the exact positions of the nominal datum targets positions B. The resulting deformed mesh is referred as Pridected#5. Table 1 : Summary of the different scenarios with their respective predicted shape outputs. *The gravity load is applied on all the models.
Scenarios FEA Input
Boundary conditions* Output
Results and Discussion
To assess the limit of the classic use of finite element model into fixtureless inspection method, this section compares each predicted shape described in the previous section with the part nominal CAD model. Additionally, the reaction forces of each predicted shape are investigated. A summary of the results is presented in Table 2 .
Shape evaluation
Given that the correspondence between each node of the predicted mesh and the nominal mesh are known, the distance between each corresponding node is used to evaluate the predicted shape model error.
Firstly, from the initial shape errors of Predicted#1 shape shown in Fig. 7(a)(b) , it can be inferred that both boundary conditions configurations are acceptable, and that there are sufficient restraining datum targets. Though, the boundary configuration II introduces lower shape errors. Figure 8 depicts the mean and maximal shape errors per predicted shape for each boundary configurations. From this figure, it can be concluded that even given the hypothetical highly accurate FE mesh of the scanned part, as the scenario complexity augments and tends to resemble a real world application, the shape errors of the predictive shape augments. Though Fig. 7 shows that the boundary configuration II introduces lower shape errors for the predicted shapes #1 to #4, no viable solutions were found for Predicted#5. Table 2 shows that the estimated stress values for Predicted#5 are extremely high, suggesting that the estimated deformation is not in the elastic domain. That is, given a small uncertainties in the boundary positions due to the mesh density (i.e., lack of node at the exact location of the datum targets) of the model renders the boundary configuration II invalid even though this configuration introduces less shape errors for the scenarios resulting in Predicted#1 to 4.
Finally, despite the improbable hypothetical situation simulated since real world applications have more uncertainties, Fig. 9 shows that the uncertainties in the boundary positions due to the model mesh density (see Fig. 6 ) is sufficient to give way to a unacceptably high shape errors of the predicted shapes for an aerospace panel application. 
Force estimation
As mentioned previously, aerospace panel's specifications mandate that the force necessary to constrain the part to its fixture does not exceed a maximum force. Therefore, the estimated reaction forces at the boundary conditions are examined. Figure 10 presents the mean and maximal reaction forces at the boundary nodes per predicted shape for each boundaryconfiguration. From this figure, it can be concluded that contrary to the shape errors, the boundary configuration I is more appropriate with respect to the force evaluation. Reason is that even for small uncertainty in the position boundary conditions, the boundary configuration II will tend to locally elongate or contract the part, thus resulting in high reaction forces at the boundary nodes.
Though Fig. 10 shows that as the scenario complexity augments and tends to resemble a real world application, the boundaries conditions values gives way to higher reaction forces. The forces variations for configuration II suggest that this configuration model is acceptable with respect to the forces estimations. 
Summary and Conclusion
By investigating the limits of the boundary conditions setting methods in FE software in fixtureless inspection methods, this study highlighted the challenges and aptitude of FE-based simulated displacements methods to estimate nonrigid parts' profile and restraining forces. Through the use of a hypothetical situation where most uncertainties associated with a real world applications are removed, this study finding demonstrate that the boundary conditions configurations and values are major factors contributing to the reliability of the FE analysis results predicting the shape of nonrigid parts mounted onto their fixture. Given two possible boundary conditions configurations used to simulate an aerospace panel maintained on its inspection fixture, this investigation reveals that a compromised between the accuracy of the predicted shapes and the estimated reaction forces must be made when choosing a proper boundary conditions configuration. More importantly, despite the improbable hypothetical situation simulated, this study shows that uncertainties in the boundary positions due to the model mesh density (i.e., lack of node at the exact location of the datum targets, see Fig. 6 ) are sufficient to give way to a unacceptably high shape errors of the predicted shape for an aerospace panel application. Therefore, it can be concluded that at the present state of art of FE boundary setting 11 methods, FE-based simulated displacements methods still need key developments before they can be applied to for the inspection of real world aerospace panels.
